The play begins: "Rumpelstiltskin"

Act I

Scene 1

Rumpelstiltskin

He wakes up in the morning and sings a song about how wonderful the world is. He decides to make a deal with the Kingdom of Giant's Gold.

Scene 2

Rumpelstiltskin is in the kingdom and meets the King. He offers to spin the Kingdom's gold into gold. The King agrees and orders him to begin. However, the Kingdom falls asleep.

Scene 3

Rumpelstiltskin is in the Kingdom and meets the Queen. He offers to spin the Kingdom's gold into gold. The Queen agrees and orders him to begin. However, the Kingdom falls asleep.

Act II

Scene 1

The Miller and his daughter enter the Kingdom. The Miller offers to spin the Kingdom's gold into gold. The King agrees and orders him to begin. However, the Kingdom falls asleep.

Scene 2

The Miller and his daughter are in the Kingdom and meet the Queen. The Miller offers to spin the Kingdom's gold into gold. The Queen agrees and orders him to begin. However, the Kingdom falls asleep.

Scene 3

The Miller and his daughter are in the Kingdom and meet the King. The Miller offers to spin the Kingdom's gold into gold. The King agrees and orders him to begin. However, the Kingdom falls asleep.
time periods spinning wheels were used (CC. 8.1, 3D).

When you throw a roll of yarn onto a floor, tell your children some pictures of real things to change into gold.

4. Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

3. Homework and homework get into trouble because they do not real the

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

2. The King is very greedy and selfish at first and causes problems for

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

1. Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?

Reactions to a spinning wheel or a charm story (CC. 9.1D, 2E).

Why is it so special? Do you get anything out of it? What is your favorite way to make gold?
Can you draw the path to help Rowna find her way through the maze to the spinning wheel and straw?

Spinning Maze

Rumpelstiltskin

Hidden Words

Ex. milk, pull

How many words of 3 or more letters can you find in the name Rumpelstiltskin?
Baby Fredrick's favorite toy

Rowena's Word Search

Find the hidden words:

GOLD
BABY
NAME
MILLER
SPINNING
GOLDEN
DANCE
GOLDEN
WHEEL
KING
GOLD
SPINNING
KING
OLY
SPINNING
OLY
KING
EULY
HGV
KL

Prince Frederick's Dot to Dot

Connect the dots to see

Baby Fredrick's favorite toy